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LIGHTS, CAMERA,
ACTION!
Welcome to Universal Studios Hollywood™ – the only place 

that brings your favorite movies and television shows to life! 

Universal Studios Hollywood offers guests a complete working 

movie studio in a thrilling Hollywood movie-based Theme Park. 

We combine breathtaking settings and timeless movie magic to 

create an experience your guests will always remember.



BRINGING 
MOVIES TO LIFE
There is no venue more unique than Universal Studios Hollywood.  

Immerse your guests in the making of the biggest Hollywood 

blockbusters, with insider access to attractions and tours of the 

world’s largest working movie studio. You can even reserve all of 

Universal Studios Hollywood with a Park buyout, so you can treat 

your guests like the stars they are through exclusive access.

Give your guests an insider look at their favorite films with 

incredible attractions like Despicable Me Minion Mayhem, where 

they’ll become an actual Minion, and TRANSFORMERS™: The 

Ride-3D, where they can dare to ride the movies. Plus, they can 

meet their favorite characters and snap a photo with them as 

they make appearances throughout the Park!



A WORLD OF 
WONDER AWAITS
From magical spells to magical creatures, from dark villains  

to daring heroes, it’s all here at The Wizarding World of Harry 

Potter™ at Universal Studios Hollywood. Join Harry Potter™ and 

his friends as you venture into a world where magic is real… 

and excitement knows no bounds. Pass through the towering 

Hogwarts™ castle gates and explore the familiar passageways, 

classrooms and corridors. Visit the shops of Hogsmeade™ 

and sample fare from the wizarding world’s best-known 

establishments, including Three Broomsticks™ and Hog’s Head™. 

Plus, experience pulse-pounding rides, including Flight of the 

Hippogriff™ and Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey™, a 

state-of-the-art attraction that brings the magic, characters and 

stories of Harry Potter™ to life in ways never before imagined. 



RED-CARPET EXPERIENCE
Universal Studios Hollywood is the only place that can offer clients a complete working movie 

studio, a thrilling Hollywood movie-based Theme Park, two hotels and LA’s most dynamic 

entertainment district. With newly expanded movie-set streets, more than 35 indoor and outdoor 

meeting and event locations and immensely skilled specialists, we can take care of virtually all of 

your meeting, incentive or event needs. 

We offer turnkey venues, some with complimentary state-of-the-art HD equipment. From 2 people 

up to 20,000, let the Universal Studios Hollywood Meetings & Events team impress your guests 

with red-carpet VIP treatment and make your next meeting, incentive group or event a blockbuster 

success!



CUSTOMIZABLE 
BRANDING AND 
DÉCOR
Whether you’re planning a holiday party, a product launch or a 

client event, we have everything you need to create a remarkably 

personalized experience for your guests. Transform our Park into 

an extension of your brand with unique branding opportunities, 

such as specialty lighting, gobos, signage and custom-made 

credentials.

We’ll bring your vision to life in one of our many stunning 

environments, such as Universal Plaza. Located in the heart 

of the Park, this outdoor venue boasts a programmable water 

show and a stage area perfect for receptions, dinner buffets and 

musical performances. From the décor to the entertainment, 

everything can be customized to convert into the perfect space 

for any group’s size and style. 



STUDIO TOUR & 
VIP EXPERIENCE
Bring your event to life as your guests get a behind-the-scenes 

look at real film and TV sets located on the Universal Studios® 

Backlot, while their expert guides share the Studio Tour’s epic  

50-year history. They’ll also get to experience the Studio Tour’s 

grand finale, Fast & Furious – Supercharged, where they’ll ride 

along with the all-star cast from the hit movies on an exhilarating 

high-speed chase!

Or guests can be pampered like stars with the VIP Experience, 

providing exclusive access to the world’s largest working movie 

studio and Theme Park. They can be escorted by a personal tour 

guide through Backlot sets not open to the general public and 

receive unlimited Front of Line access for all rides, shows and 

attractions. Plus, guests will receive the star treatment with our  

VIP Lounge, gourmet lunch and more!



TOP-TIER DINING
OPTIONS
No matter the craving, we offer innovative dining adventures to satisfy 

any appetite. Treat your guests to culinary masterpieces cooked up by 

our world-class catering team, or get their mouths watering with our 

outstanding in-Park restaurants, featuring critically acclaimed cuisine 

at Three Broomsticks™ in The Wizarding World of Harry Potter™, Moe’s 

Tavern in Springfield, Mel’s Diner and more. 

Universal CityWalk® offers even more ways to dazzle your guests – and 

their taste buds – with over 30 uniquely delicious restaurants, including 

Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville®, where they’ll enjoy coastal-inspired, 

made-to-order dishes and signature margaritas.



UNIVERSAL
CITYWALK® & 
CINEMA
With a combination of over 30 unique shops, more than 30 

restaurants, nightspots and the new Universal Cinema, your 

guests will experience something new to please their every taste 

every day at CityWalk.

We have a wide variety of dining options, from gourmet dishes by 

Chef Ludo at LudoBird and authentic Sichuan cuisine at Dongpo 

Kitchen to a taste of the island life at Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville® 

or something sweet and unexpected at Voodoo Doughnut. Your 

guests can also visit LA’s premier moviegoing experience at the 

new Universal Cinema, an AMC® Theatre, featuring first-class 

luxuries like power-reclining seats, a 7-story IMAX® with Laser 

theater, and state-of-the-art projection and sound.

And your event experience doesn’t have to end after sundown – give 

your guests incredible nightlife experiences at our CityWalk nightspots.



VENUE OPTIONS
With 65,000 sq. ft. of indoor and outdoor venue options, we can accommodate 
unique events and create an experience your guests will always remember.

The Globe Theatre 
Take advantage of state-of-the-art audiovisual capabilities and special  
lighting effects. 
Capacity: 100 – 700 guests.

Streets of the World 
Enjoy pints of ale at an authentic Irish pub, stroll down a quaint London street, 
or dance in a Parisian courtyard just steps away from Despicable Me Minion 
Mayhem, Super Silly Fun Land and The Globe Theatre. 
Capacity: 100 – 2,500 guests.

Parisian Courtyard 
Make a quick getaway to the City of Lights and spend an evening under the 
stars in Paris. 
Capacity: Up to 150 guests.

Universal Plaza 
Give your guests the star treatment right in the center of the action in our 
beautifully landscaped outdoor setting. Universal Plaza can accommodate a 
variety of corporate and social events, including receptions, dinner buffets and 
musical performances.
Capacity: 1,000 – 2,000 guests.

The Wizarding World of Harry Potter™
Your attendees will experience a one-of-a-kind event filled with magic and 
excitement at The Wizarding World of Harry Potter™ at Universal Studios® 
Hollywood. Here, they’ll find immersive rides and attractions, the shops and eating 
establishments of Hogsmeade™, plus customized entertainment and award-winning 
catering.
Capacity: 2,000 guests. 

Springfield 
Join Homer, Bart and all your Simpsons favorites as you take over Krustyland  
and infuse your event with fun like no other. 
Capacity: 500 – 2,000 guests.

Jurassic Cove 
Experience Universal Pictures’ blockbuster hit in the prehistoric flesh. Great for 
luncheons and receptions alike, with shaded patio seating overlooking Jurassic 
Park® – The Ride. 
Capacity: 100 – 200 guests. 

Upper Lot 
Enjoy all of the Upper Lot attractions with unlimited food and beverages 
from existing restaurants or celebrity-quality catering. Available attractions 
include the world-famous Studio Tour featuring Fast & Furious – Supercharged, 
Despicable Me Minion Mayhem, Super Silly Fun Land, The Simpsons Ride™,  
the Special Effects Show, the WaterWorld® live show and more. 
Capacity: 3,000 – 10,000 guests. 

Lower Lot 
The Lower Lot is a popular event location. Guests can enjoy thrill rides like  
Jurassic Park® – The Ride, Revenge of the MummySM – The Ride and 
TRANSFORMERS™: The Ride-3D or relax in two secluded patio areas. 
Capacity: 150 – 2,000 guests. Add The Simpsons™ Plaza to expand your 
total footprint up to 3,000 guests. 

Universal CityWalk® 
Universal CityWalk is the place to create an unforgettable event – you can buy 
out all or part of it (and many of the venues) to make your next event a VIP 
affair. It also has a number of venues that are perfect for smaller corporate and 
social meetings in a restaurant setting, or even team-building events with indoor 
skydiving at iFly. 
Capacity: 5,000 guests.

Universal Cinema, an AMC® Theatre
Imagine your next meeting or a private screening at the new Universal Cinema. 
Available for all group sizes and featuring first-class luxuries like power-reclining 
seats, a 7-story IMAX® with Laser theater, and state-of-the-art projection and 
sound, it can make your next event or screening dazzling. Includes the Director’s 
Lounge, a new upscale bar providing pre- and post-moviegoing fun.
Capacity: 45 – 1,480 guests.
IMAX: 369 guests. 

Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville®
Come kick back and enjoy the island life with coastal-inspired,
made-to-order entrées like Coconut Shrimp and the classic Cheeseburger 
in Paradise, Caribbean cocktails, and the iconic music of Jimmy Buffett. 
Margaritaville is more than a restaurant…it’s a state of mind.
Capacity: 300 – 400 guests.



Universal Studios Hollywood
100 Universal City Plaza
Universal City, CA 91608

818.622.7278

For more information, please visit our website at
www.UniversalHollywoodEvents.com
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